of boron atoms by carbon atoms-with the corresponding addition of charge +1 for every carbon atom-leads to the carborane compound family [7, 9, 10] . For the particular case of the B 12 H 12 2− anion, substitution of two boron atoms by two carbon atoms leads to the very stable ortho-(o-), meta-(m-), and para-(p-) C 2 B 10 H 12 compounds; the three latter are also labeled as 1,2-C 2 B 10 H 12 , 1,7-C 2 B 10 H 12 , and 1,12-C 2 B 10 H 12 , respectively. The number of works containing carborane-derived structures has grown considerably since the second half of the last century, generating more than 8000 reports with a wide range of applications in medicine, nanotechnology, science materials, spintronics, and radioisotope extraction from nuclear waste. Monographs on organic (carbon) chemistry describing reaction mechanisms [11] , magnetic and superconductor materials [12] [13] [14] , and photophysical and photochemical properties [15, 16] have been extensively published. Notwithstanding, these publications on carborane chemistry have mainly been focused on synthetic and structural aspects [7] . Hence, the description and prediction of magnetic, photophysical and photochemical properties are thus desirable for this type of compounds, and recent advances are taking place from the computational-chemistry point of view [17] .
In previous works, we have studied magnetic properties of molecular architectural constructions, based on the carborane CB 11 H 12 • (s = 1/2) as a building unit as well as other simpler systems [18] [19] [20] [21] . In particular, Refs. [18] and [20] report preliminary results of dimer, linear trimer, and other arrangements of these units connected by simple bridge molecules described at unrestricted Becke-3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (UB3LYP) functional levels. The goal of the work presented here is the extension of these studies in order to draw out definitive conclusions on the ability of the methodology for electronic structure characterization of low-lying spin states by means of local spin operators. We have chosen linear polyradicals constructed from up to seven CB 11 H 12 • (s = ½) carborane radical units connected with -CH 2 -bridge units and removing hydrogen atoms from the carborane cages. We have described these compounds at the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) level of theory in order to study their magnetic features. This approach gives very similar coupling constants as compared to the UB3LYP method for the dimer diradical when using larger basis sets and therefore provides a proper calibration for the determination of the electronic structure of further ground states for the polyradicals. In this scenario, one can map the resulting spin states onto a phenomenological Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, which allows the connection between theoretical studies and experimental results. In this work, we have applied this approach for the evaluation of the spin exchange coupling constants at the magnetic centers of the studied polyradicals. These constants are introduced into the Heisenberg model, obtaining an energy spectrum by diagonalization of the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix. The obtained eigenvalues allow to identify the ground state and the spin orientations of the magnetic units. The interest of these systems arises from multiple possibilities of coupling of their magnetic moments. Another aim of this work is to study the transferability of the spin coupling constants in this kind of framework.
We have organized this work as follows. In Sect. 2, we report the mapping of the energies of the spin states of the different compounds in the phenomenological Heisenberg Hamiltonian, as well as the procedure followed to determine the expectation values of the local spin operators required in the Hamiltonian manipulation. Two different treatments for the evaluation of the spin coupling constants involved in that Hamiltonian are also reported in this section. In Sect. 3, we present the results found in the studied structures in terms of coupling constants and their corresponding discussion. Finally, the last section summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
Theoretical models
In this work, we will use the well-known phenomenological Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, which allows one to predict the energy of the different spin states in many-electron systems. Provided the electron spin degrees of freedom are independent from the electron orbital degrees of freedom, this model Hamiltonian can be formulated as where i, j,… label the magnetic sites within the system, J i j is the coupling constant (interaction strength) between centers i and j, Ŝ i and Ŝ j are the spin operators assigned to those centers, and E 0 is a constant, origin of the energy scale chosen for that model. In the Noodleman treatment [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , the expectation values of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) are calculated through Slater determinants. One of the involved determinants corresponds to the highest pure spin multiplet (HS) in which all its orbitals are singly occupied with spin up (ferromagnetic). The other determinants constitute a spin-symmetry mixture with lower spin values than HS; they are denominated broken-symmetry (BS) states possessing singly occupied orbitals with spin down (antiferromagnetic). Therefore, the energy differences corresponding to both types of determinants are Obviously, there are different possibilities to formulate the BS determinants and consequently Eq. (2) constitutes [27] where the one-center local spin <Ŝ 2 > i concerns to the spin state of one fragment within a molecule and the twocenter quantities <Ŝ 2 > i j account for the spin correlation between the i and j fragments. In this work, we will use the evaluation procedures reported in Refs. [28] [29] [30] to formulate those local spins, which in the case of states described by Slater determinants provide [18] [19] [20] [21] where, μ,ν,… are the indices for the atomic orbitals, S is the overlap matrix, P s is the spin-density matrix, and δ i j is the Kronecker delta.
The determination of the <Ŝ 2 > HS i j and <Ŝ 2 > BS i j quantities according to Eq. (4) and their introduction into the system of equations of Eq. (2) provide the calculation the J i j parameters. In order to describe linear polyradicals constructed from CB 11 H 12 • units linked through -CH 2 -bridges, we have considered two procedures described below.
All possible spin orientations of the individual centers
In this case, the systems of equations have been constructed with each of the determinants of type BS, which represent all possible spin orientations of the individual centers, plus the determinant that describes the HS state. We have followed the procedure described in Ref. [19] . In our treatment, each cage with atoms from the CB 11 H 12 • radical, which possesses an unpaired electron, has been regarded as a magnetic site while the contribution of the bridges -CH 2 -has been considered negligible in the description of linear two-, three-and four-unit polyradicals. Hereinafter, the spin symmetry of the multiplet states will be identified with the S z quantum number of the HS and BS Slater determinants.
Within this scheme, we have evaluated the different coupling constants J i j (as well as the E 0 quantity) in systems of two, three, and four magnetic sites. Two-spin system: one singlet (S) and triplet (T) states have been used to calculate one single J.
Three-spin system: one quartet (Q) and three doublet (D) states have been used to calculate J 12 , J 13 , and J 2 3 .
Four-spin system: In this case, a singular value decomposition have been used to solve the resulting overdetermined system of linear equations, which arises from considering one quintuplet (Q) state, four triplets (T) states, and three singlet (S) states.
Taking into account all possible spin orientations requires a considerable computational effort; hence, adopting a simpler model to describe spin interactions when the number of structural units increases is desirable.
Nearest-neighbor interaction and zero-length domain wall model
In this framework and for the proposed linear polyradical systems, we have considered only coupling constants J i j for first neighbors on i, j sites. Furthermore, we have used HS and BS configurations selected according to a zerolength domain wall model [31] as shown in Fig. 1 So that the J coupling constant corresponding to i and i + 1 sites can be directly calculated according to the local spin approach as [18, 32] The goal of these hypotheses is to reduce the number of configurations to be computed in order to determine coupling constants.
Results and discussion
We present results for linear polyradical systems constituted from 2 to 7 (n) icosahedral carborane radical units CB 11 H 12 • which are linked through -CH 2 -bridge units, removing hydrogen atoms from the carborane cages. In the dimer case, we have optimized the geometries in the STO-3G basis sets for the HS and BS states at the UHF level of theory as well as for the closed-shell (s = 0) state with charge q = −2 at the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) level. The root-mean-square deviations of atomic positions of the superimposed structures found turn out to be negligible and, consequently, in all systems the geometries have been optimized for the closed-shell states with charge q = −n, at the RHF level with the STO-3G basis sets. These optimizations were also confirmed as minima by means of vibrational analysis. At this point, it should be mentioned that the asymmetry of the carborane cages and their connections by means of the bridge units induce a specific orientation of the linear polyradical chains. The determination of energies E HS and E BS required in Eq. (2) has been carried out using the GAUSSIAN package [33] at UHF level with the atomic basis sets STO-3G. In order to implement the energy computations, it was necessary to generate an initial guess built from fragments defined on the linear polyradical. Three types of fragments have been defined: type A (units inside the chain) CB 11 H 10 , type B (unit at both ends of the chain) CB 11 H 11 , type C (methylene bridge units) CH 2 . Figure 2 shows these three types of fragments for the five-unit linear polyradical; in black dash line (A), black solid line (B), and gray dash line (C). The fragments A and C have zero charge, while the fragment B on the left side has charge +1 and different linkage with the -CH 2 -bridge unit than that on the right side which has charge −1, the latter hereafter called B′. The initial guess for each of the BS self-consistent field solutions was generated by combining calculations on fragments, specifying the charge and spin for each fragment. From left to right, the fragment charges and multiplicities are: (+1,2) The geometrical arrangements of the rest of the systems are similar to the one described here.
Likewise, with the mentioned package, we have evaluated the spin-density matrix elements P s and the atomic overlap integrals S required in Eq. (4). The calculation of the two-center local spins <Ŝ 2 > i j has been carried out according to Eq. (4), in subsequent steps using our own codes. In a first step, we have determined the local spins corresponding to the bridge unit considered as a whole; in average, the values found for all systems were <Ŝ 2 > i = 0.0117 and <Ŝ 2 > i j = 0.0042 for the BS state and <Ŝ 2 > i = 0.0118 and <Ŝ 2 > i j = 0.0038 for the HS state. These values turn out to be negligible what provides separate spin densities on each magnetic carborane unit, and consequently the bridge units were not further considered in the computations. The solutions of the systems of linear equations expressed by Eq. (2) have been obtained using MATHEMATICA 9.0 [34] . These systems of equations have been constructed following the above-described models. Each of the determinants of type BS and the determinant that describes the HS state have been considered according to all possible spin orientation model (Sect. 2.1), while only those determinants concerning the spin coupling constants J i j for first neighbors have been taken into account for the calculations following the nearest-neighbor interaction model (Sect. 2.2). Table 1 shows the J i j constants obtained with the above first mentioned model for the linear chains constructed from two, three, and four carborane radical units CB 11 H 12 • . The HS and BS configurations used, and their energies and <Ŝ 2 > expectation values, are also included in this table. A detailed description of the <Ŝ 2 > i j values used for these calculations is provided • connected by means of -CH 2 -bridges, after removal of hydrogen atoms for each particular fragment case A, B and B′ in Table 2 . As can be observed in Table 1 , the coupling constants between nearest neighbors are of the order of tens of cm −1 , while for second-neighbors and so forth these constants are at least from ten to hundred times lower than the first ones. Therefore, these last values can be considered negligible and, consequently, one may only take into account interactions between the nearest neighbors in the linear polyradicals constituted from 2 to 7 carborane radical units studied in this work. The coupling constants for the systems computed according to the zero-length domain wall model and the nearest-neighbor approximation are shown in Table 3 for the 2-4 radical unit compounds and in Table 4 for the 5-7 unit ones. The corresponding J i i+1 values of each polyradical in Tables 1 and 3 are in fact similar, and consequently the nearest-neighbor approximation and zero-length domain wall model can be considered to be valid for these short chain systems. By extension, this model is also valid for the larger chains gathered in Table 4 . Within this scheme, the geometrical arrangement of the five-unit polyradical in Fig. 2 has four-spin coupling constants, so that we only need four BS configurations and one HS configuration to solve the system of equations; J 1 2 uses the configurations ↑↑↑↑↑ and ↓↑↑↑↑, J 2 3 ↑↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↑↑↑, J 3 4 ↑↑↑↑↑ and ↑↑↑↓↓, and J 4 5 ↑↑↑↑↑ and 
↑↑↑↑↓.
The spin densities of all these configurations are showed in Fig. 3 ; spin-density localization can be observed on the B, Bʹ, and A type units and a reduction in this density on the C bridge units, confirming separated spin densities for each carborane cage. The HS and BS configurations used for the calculation of the reported J i i+1 coupling constants of the polyradicals with n = 2 to n = 7, within the nearest-neighbor approximation and zero-length domain wall model, are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , together with the corresponding ΔE HS-BS and
values, the two latter necessary for the calculations according to Eq. (5).
As deduced from the tables, these n = 2 to n = 7 linear polycarborane radicals show as common feature a HS ground state of ferromagnetic character. Table 2 shows Ŝ 2 i j local spin component absolute values close to the nominal value 0.25 expected for these calculations (i.e., 2 ), with positive sign for the HS state and positive or negative sign for the BS ones (according to the coupling of two electrons to a triplet or to a singlet, respectively [18, 19] ), for the 2-4 radical unit compounds. The <Ŝ 2 > i local spins, not shown in Table 2 , have also been calculated. These quantities are close to 0.75 [the canonical value is 1 2 1 2 + 1 ], and therefore the unpaired electrons are well localized in each cage. These features were also found for the larger polyradicals. The calculated nearest-neighbor constants J i j are positive in all cases, for all described systems (see Tables 3, 4) , pointing out the ferromagnetic nature of the adjacent moieties. We can also conclude from these values that these coupling constants are transferable to larger clusters, provided that we refer to those involving fragments with identical character, i.e., type B left side, B' right side, or A inner position. In order to complement this study, we have computed the spectrum of the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian using the J i j values obtained from the nearest-neighbor approximation and the zero-length domain wall model. We have used the FIT-MART software reported in Ref. [35] , which generates the matrix representation of Eq. (1) in the basis set wherein the individual spin operators Ŝ i z are diagonal. The exact diagonalization of this matrix provides the energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors, predicting a highest-spin ground state for each polycarborane chain. It was also found that the lowest energy value for each spin symmetry decreases with increasing spin, while the energy gap between the lowest energy states corresponding to two consecutive spin values has the opposite behavior, for each of the n = 2 to n = 7 linear polycarborane radicals studied here.
In order to assess the influence of the computational method and basis set on the results, we have determined the coupling constants for the simplest system (diradical dimer) at the UHF and UB3LYP levels of theory with the STO-3G, 6-31G(d), and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets, which are shown in Table 5 . We have found that the HS state presents the lowest energy for all levels and basis sets. This fact reinforces our prediction on the ground states for all studied polyradicals in this work. As gathered in Table 5 , the UB3LYP results show a stronger dependence on the basis set than in the UHF method and converge to the UHF results (in order of magnitude) for the largest basis set. These findings justify the use of the UHF method and the minimum basis set.
Concluding remarks
In this work, we have studied the electronic structures of low-lying spin-projected states of linear polyradicals constructed from n = 2 up to n = 7 radical units CB 11 H 12
• connected by -CH 2 -bridges, and removing hydrogen atoms from the carborane cages. All compounds of this series have high-spin ferromagnetic ground states. Also for all of them, the determinations of spin density and local spins of the polyradical fragments show negligible values on the bridge units and confirm the carborane units as magnetic centers with separate spin densities. The use of the UHF method, as opposed to the UB3LYP from previous works, is justified by the calibration of coupling constants for the dimer diradical (Table 5) in this particular case, thus showing very similar results for larger basis sets. We have calculated the spin coupling constants between the magnetic centers of each linear polyradical by mapping the results from spin population analysis onto the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian; a simplified nearest-neighbor interaction and zero-length domain wall model can also be considered reliable enough for the evaluation of these coupling constants. According to the computational implementation of these studies, we should distinguish between three types of (spin-center) radical unit: right-end, left-end, or inner position in the polyradical chain. The results thus obtained point out to a transferability of the coupling constants according to the type of center. The calculated spin coupling constants that account for the magnetic interactions also provide the corresponding spin state spectra, hence confirming the ferromagnetic highest-spin ground states for all polyradical chains. We are currently working on the application of 28.192 this methodology to describe several selected carborane and heteroborane compounds.
